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Introduction:  During the last two extended science 

missions, the Mini-RF instrument onboard NASA’s Lu-
nar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has acquired bistatic 
radar data of the lunar surface at both S-band (12.6 cm) 
and X-band (4.2 cm) wavelengths in an effort to under-
stand the scattering properties of lunar terrains as a func-
tion of bistatic angle (e.g., Figure 1). At optical wave-
lengths, previous studies demonstrated that the material 
properties of lunar regolith can be sensitive to variations 
in phase angle [1-3]. This sensitivity gives rise to the lu-
nar opposition effect and likely involves contributions 
from shadow hiding at low phase angles and coherent 
backscatter near zero phase [1]. Mini-RF bistatic data of 
lunar materials indicate that such behavior can also be 
observed at the wavelength scale of X- and S-band ra-
dar. These observations represent  the first time spatially 
resolved information on this effect to have been meas-
ured for the Moon at radar wavelengths. The ejecta blan-
kets of ten lunar craters have been observed to date 
(three of the craters at both X- and S-band), and their 
Circular Polarization Ratios (CPRs) have been charac-
terized as a function of phase (bistatic) angle. Work to 
characterize other radar products (e.g., total backscat-
tered power, polarization products) is ongoing. Observ-
ing the scattering behavior of continuous ejecta blankets 
at multiple radar wavelengths can provide information 
regarding the size/frequency of scatterers emplaced as 
ejecta, as well as unique insight into the rate of regolith 
formation on the Moon. 

Bistatic Operations:  Radar observations of plane-
tary surfaces provide important information on the struc-
ture (i.e., roughness) and dielectric properties of surface 
and buried materials [4-7]. These data can be acquired 
using a monostatic architecture, where a single antenna 
serves as the signal transmitter and receiver, or they can 
be acquired using a bistatic architecture, where a signal 
is transmitted from one location and received at another. 
The former provides information on the scattering prop-
erties of a target surface at zero bistatic angle. The latter 
provides this same information but over a variety of bi-
static (phase) angles. The bistatic (phase) angle is a func-
tion of the angle between the incident radiation to the 
surface and the backscattered radiation.  

The Mini-RF instrument is currently operating in a 
bistatic architecture with the Goldstone DSS-13 antenna 
in California. Prior to its collapse in 2020, the Arecibo 
Observatory (AO) in Puerto Rico had served as the 

transmitter for S-band operations, while DSS-13 serves 
as the transmitter for X-band operations. Mini-RF serves 
as the receiver in both cases. This architecture maintains 
the hybrid dual-polarimetric nature of the Mini-RF in-
strument [8] and, therefore, allows for the calculation of 
the Stokes parameters (S1, S2, S3, S4) that characterize 
the backscattered signal (and the products derived from 
those parameters). 

 

 
Figure 1. Idealized behavior of CPR as a function of 

bistatic angle for wavelength-scale ice and rocks, show-
ing opposition effect [1]. Mini-RF is currently observing 
lunar terrains to measure this function directly. 

 
S-band observations: A product derived from the 

Stokes parameters (S) is the CPR, or µc = (S1-
S4)/(S1+S4). CPR information is commonly used in anal-
yses of planetary radar data [4-7], and is a representation 
of surface roughness at the wavelength scale of the radar 
(i.e., surfaces that are smoother at the wavelength scale 
will have lower CPR values and surfaces that are 
rougher will have higher CPR values). High CPR values 
(> 1) can also serve as an indicator of the presence of 
water ice [9].  

Earlier studies, at S-band [e.g., 10], showed that the 
ejecta of some young lunar craters exhibited behavior 
similar to a coherent backscatter opposition effect 
(CBOE) when examined in radar data. The style of the 
observed CBOE differs between craters, which may in-
dicate differences in ejecta fragment formation or em-
placement. 
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Four of the craters examined in S-band (Byrgius A, 
Aristarchus, La Condamine S, and Kepler) exhibit CPR 
characteristics suggestive of an opposition effect: higher 
CPR at lower bistatic (phase) angle. The increase in 
CPR occurs near 2–4 degrees bistatic angle. These cra-
ters occur in both highlands and mare regions, and are 
all characterized as young. Three other examined craters 
(Bouguer, Harpalus, Anaxagoras) exhibit CPR that re-
mains relatively constant across bistatic angle. This may 
be for a couple reasons: (1) The craters are older (though 
most are still Copernican), and thus likely smoother, so 
that the opposition effect will be less pronounced; or (2) 
insufficient data have been acquired to characrerize the 
opposition behavior of the crater ejecta. That is to say, 
an opposition effect may be present, but the craters have 
not yet been observed under the conditions needed to de-
tect it. Schomberger A, La Condamine S, and Kepler ex-
hibit scattering properties as a function of bistatic angles 
that differ from the other observed craters, with areas of 
relatively constant CPR across bistatic angles. The old-
est crater observed (Hercules, which is classified as Er-
atosthenian) shows no indication of an opposition re-
sponse across phase angle space. 

Patterson et al. [11] suggest that the radar scattering 
characteristics of the continuous ejecta for craters, cou-
pled with age estimates based on crater statistics and ge-
ologic mapping, imply a relationship between the oppo-
sition response of the ejecta and the age of the crater. 
Thus, recording the CPR response as a function of bi-
static angle may be a way to determine relative age be-
tween deposits. 

X-band Observations: The Mini-RF X-band bi-
static data are currently being reprocessed with updated 
calibration parameters, which significantly increases the 
quality of the derived data products (e.g., CPR). 

X-band observations of Anaxagoras and Kepler 
(Figure 2) also suggest an opposition surge at low bi-
static angle in X-band, though the observed response is 
weaker at Kepler crater than at Anaxagoras. Both Kepler 
and Anaxagoras were observed at S-band as well, and 
showed signatures indicative of an opposition response. 
Observing the scattering behavior in multiple wave-
lengths may provide further information about the rate 
of breakdown of rocks of varying size to provide in-
creased understanding of how impacts produce regolith 
on the Moon, especially when differences are seen, as in 
this case. To preserve an opposition effect at S-band and 
not X-band, observations suggest the scattering signa-
ture at Kepler crater is dominated by larger-scale scat-
terers (e.g., boulders) on the order of meters to 10s of 
meters. Anaxagoras, on the other hand, has both large 
and smaller scatterers; thus an opposition effect is seen 
in both radar wavelengths. Anaxagoras is estimated to 
be 300 Ma [12] in age, compared to Kepler at 625–1250 
Ma [13-15], which may explain why smaller scatterers 
are still present at Anaxagoras but have begun to break 
down at Kepler. 
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Figure 2. CPR as a function of bistatic angle for Anaxagoras (left) and Kepler Crater (right). The curves 
are made up of data from several individual X-band collects over ESM3 and ESM4 and S-band collects 
(magenta) from ESM1 and ESM3. At X-band, Anaxagoras ejecta shows a clear opposition effect behav-
ior, while Kepler crater is a more muted response. The error bars represent one standard deviation in the 
data. 
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